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Biographical Information

Making Alaska Recession Proof, Championing Environmental Stewardship, and
Negotiating a Sensible Balance of Regulation and Support From the Federal Government,
So That We Alaskans Have Greater Autonomy to Address the Socioeconomic Crises
Affecting Urban and Rural Communities.

I’m Shoshana Gungurstein, a hardworking community organizer, entrepreneur, investor,
and business leader. Post J.D./MBA, my work experiences in corporate private sector and
startup settings of finance, renewables, film, and healthcare, inform a multilateral and
dynamic approach to implement sensible solutions as Alaska’s Senator. Like many, I’m an
Alaskan by choice — Moved here to build my dream, and Juneau is the only place that
feels like home in the entire world. It’s not the number of years of my life here in the
upper one, but the unmatched, Alaskan life I’ve lived in those years that truly speak for
my love of the state. Came for the nature, stayed for the Greatest People!
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Position Statement
As an Independent Nonpartisan, I’ll take an unwavering stance on issues in the Senate
without pandering to party politics. I’ll bring prosperity to our State, uphold our unifying
sense of community, and protect our proud Alaskan way of life for generations to come.
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Implement inflation lowering measures now
Reduce federal overreach on our resources and address land management issues
— we are the environmental stewards to determine when to pump, mine, hunt,
or harvest — not D.C.
Improve food and housing security
Keep politics out of education
Transparent election process
Improve childcare and foster care solutions
Efficient marine highway
Better healthcare access, improve rural medicine federal funding
Improve conventional and smart infrastructure including better broadband
Transportation infrastructure advances supporting autonomous development
choices by Native communities
Make Alaska the Silicon Valley of renewable energy
Responsibly develop all our industries and the Made in Alaska brand
Achieve term limits – three for Senate, better accountability, and representation
Reduce our numbers of unhoused, increase support for those suffering from
economic and mental health despair by accessing federal resources to resolve our
growing crisis
Uphold principles of Liberty, Privacy and Freedom – individuals may decide who
to love, which faith and culture to practice, and what to do with their own bodies
Address federal funding deficits to supplement our needs, and reduce wasteful
spending by the state, ending the practice of dipping into the PFD to balance the
budget. Stop the Steal — Full statutory PFD every year; ~$5,200 in 2023.

North to the Future!
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